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Abstract: Security issues in cloud computing are ranked high on the list of reasons why many organizations delay considering the computing paradigm for their future plans. There have been numerous discussions about the security problem in cloud computing. In this paper, we take a different stand and discuss the impact that cloud computing will have on offering security. The paper points out the unique aspects of cloud computing architecture and operation and cloud-specific security issues. These cloud-specific issues could have an impact on a number of areas of offering information security. We discuss its impact on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) protection, organizations extending protection beyond the traditional notion of perimeter defence, and on attack surfaces. We point out how providing security in the new computing paradigm may be affected and that there might be some benefits that the cloud brings to the information security scene. In summary, in this paper, we attempt to initiate discussions around these important issues.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is not a new technology but rather a new paradigm for delivering computing power to different types of computing power consumers (Armbrust et al., 2010; Mell and Grance, 2009). While it provides significant economic and technical benefits, there are many security concerns surrounding it. This new paradigm encompasses a multitude of computing and communication technologies. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect cloud computing to inherit most of the security problems of these underlying technologies. Two cloud computing characteristic properties contribute to the creation of security problems that are distinct to this paradigm (1) IT outsourcing where an organization’s data and software are hosted beyond its control and (2) the sharing of physical resources by multiple customers (competitors?) which is referred to as multi-tenancy. There are other factors that may create new problems but these two appear to be the most prominent at the moment.

Many of the cloud computing security issues that have been reported recently (e.g. (ENISA, 2009; CSA, 2009)) are not specific to cloud computing. Actually some reported cloud security problems date back to the time-sharing era in the 1960s (Chen et al., 2010). This paper focuses on the new aspects of cloud computing that are creating security problems that are specific to cloud environments. In particular, we focus on how cloud computing will affect the offering of information security.

Contribution. We intend this work to be a starting point for discussions about providing security in the cloud rather than a paper listing security problems in the cloud. This paper raises important questions about crucial issues such as changing the notion of perimeter defence, how the cloud impacts Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) protection, and the changing attack surfaces. We also point out how the cloud may be beneficial to security. Note that this paper addresses the technical viewpoint only. Legal, financial, and other aspects of the problem are outside the paper’s scope.

Outline. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly explains the special features of the cloud environment that pertain to the discussion on the new security problems in this paradigm. Section 3 briefly
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discusses the different efforts to summarize the cloud security problems. Section 4 categorizes the new security problems that are special to the cloud. Section 5 discusses attack surfaces and Section 6 discusses the changing notion of perimeter defence. Section 7 tackles IPR protection in the cloud while Section 8 focuses on security life cycle and the cloud. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 THE CLOUD ENVIRONMENT

A comprehensive overview of cloud computing can be found in the work by the UC at Berkeley (Armbrust et al., 2010). Examples of other overviews are the presentation by NIST at ACM CCSW 2009 (Mell and Grance, 2009) and the white paper by Sun Microsystems (Sun, 2009). In this section, a summary of the special features discussed in these references is presented.

The elastic nature of the cloud is a distinct characteristic. The ability to scale horizontally is more important than efficiency on a single Virtual Machine (VM). This is especially important in cases where "surge computing" (Sun, 2009) is needed. Applications could be programmed to request more virtual resources from the elastic infrastructure. This could be done through APIs specified by the cloud provider (Sun, 2009). This means that creating and managing VMs is crucial in cloud computing. The security of this process is one of the important new aspects.

In terms of cost and exposure, clouds could be private, shared within a certain community, or public. This order reflects an increasing level of exposure and a decreasing cost. Clouds could also be a hybrid of the models above. In organizations requiring a high degree of isolation (e.g., government), the cost to have a private cloud might be justifiable. A community cloud might be shared among organizations with similar requirements. We note that most of the discussion in this paper applies to shared clouds (public or community) and not the case where an organization runs its own private cloud.

Clouds provide services at different levels usually defined as SaaS (Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), and IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service). The boundaries between these services may not be clear and their definition may change depending on the provider and the customer of the service.

3 TRADITIONAL SECURITY PROBLEMS

This massive concentration of resources and data in the cloud presents a more attractive target to attackers. The vulnerabilities that exist in the underlying technologies naturally migrate to the cloud. The work by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA, 2009) and ENISA (ENISA, 2009) includes long lists of these security problems.

Vulnerabilities. According to the ENISA report (ENISA, 2009) there are numerous vulnerabilities that could affect the cloud environment. The report lists 31 cloud vulnerabilities and 22 additional vulnerabilities that are not specific to the cloud. Some of these vulnerabilities are not technical. The most noted technical ones include hypervisor vulnerabilities, user and application isolation, internal probing and encryption-related vulnerabilities.

Benefits. There are arguments that cloud-based defences can be more robust, scalable and cost-effective and that these defences will be a market differentiator between cloud providers. Additionally they could provide (ENISA, 2009): (1) standardized interfaces for managed security (2) rapid scaling of security resources to activities such as filtering and encryption. Another activity is auditing and evidence gathering through images of VMs although this aspect of cloud security is proving to be very challenging (3) timely and effective updates (4) resource centralization (cheaper, easier, etc.).

However, some of the above mentioned benefits could be the source of problems as well such as the case of centralization where it becomes a single point of failure.

Another benefit would be making some costly security features more affordable where the cloud provider makes up-front investment in a certain tool that will make the cost per-user per-transaction much more affordable for smaller users. An example is forensic investigation tools (Molnar and Schechter, 2010).

4 CLOUD-SPECIFIC SECURITY PROBLEMS

4.1 IT Outsourcing Problems

In the cloud, an organization will rely on applications and systems that are not under its IT staff’s control and that may not fully comply with its own policies.
Moreover, the organization’s data will be hosted outside. This has the potential to create security problems in the following areas:

- **Process.** The systems used could be applying risky approaches that could be unacceptable in certain industries. Examples are the level of required testing, frequency of backups, etc.

- **Data.** The loss of control of data creates obvious security and privacy challenges.

- **Compliance/Legal Issues.** Certain industries require more rigorous IT processes than others. This could create new challenges in compliance and perhaps complex legal issues.

- **Extended Trust.** Users will have to trust providers. They actually have to extend this trust to multiple (chain of) providers. The issue of extended (chain of) trust (Chen et al., 2010) arises from the fact that users will have to use an application that is offered by a SaaS provider, who in turn runs it on a PaaS provider running on a VM provided as IaaS. The end user does not have much of a choice but to trust the security in this chain.

4.2 Multi-tenancy

Another main issue is the sharing of physical resources where multi tenants (customers who could even be competitors) are sharing the same physical machine or storage system. The following are some of the security issues that arise from multi-tenancy:

- **Data Deletion.** Due to the shared data storage resources, safe deletion problems are a concern.

- **VM Attacks.** Compromising one VM could lead to the compromise of other VMs on the same physical machine. An example of this is the work on VM-to-host escape presented by Kortchinsky (Kortchinsky, 2009) in Blackhat 2009.

- **Side/Covert Channel Attacks.** Another interesting attack arising from multi-tenancy is published by Ristenpart et al. (Ristenpart et al., 2009). Side and covert channels could occur between two VMs existing on the same physical server. As demonstrated (Ristenpart et al., 2009) on EC2, it is feasible to cod-locate an attacking VM on a specific server that hosts a target VM. Attacks could be mounted by measuring the cache load which could be used to create side channels to verify VM co-location on the same server, estimate traffic rates, launch keystroke timing attacks, and in general trace co-tenants’ activities. Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2010) argue that tenant activity (not only data) is something that requires protection as it could reveal confidential information about the users.

4.3 Auditing and Forensics

- **Mutual Auditing.** Cloud computing security problems are harder to investigate. Accountability, third-party auditing, and reputation sharing issues will continue to be a major obstacle to its deployment. There is a need to create mutual auditing techniques (Chen et al., 2010) which is unique to this paradigm.

- **New Forensics Capabilities.** Tools are needed to trace problems and help with legal investigations. Problems could arise when one (or more) system(s) is involved in a legal problem; all users of the same system might be disrupted when this system is under investigation.

5 Attack Surfaces

Cloud computing will result in the introduction of new attack surfaces and will change other traditional ones. An attempted taxonomy of attack surfaces is presented by Gruschka and Jensen (Gruschka and Jensen, 2010). The taxonomy defines six attack surfaces among three different entities: the user, the service, and the cloud. We map the taxonomy to the three entities described in the Berkeley report (Armburst et al., 2010). Surfaces 1 and 2 are what normally happen in a client-server environment between the SaaS user and the Software provided as a service. Surface 3 (from the SaaS provider to the cloud infrastructure) represents all the attacks that an application can mount against the infrastructure (hypervisor, VMs, network). Surface 4 (a very critical one) includes the attacks a cloud provider can perform against its direct users (SaaS providers) which could be very harmful given the control that the infrastructure provider has over the VMs hosting the applications. Surfaces 5 and 6 represent indirect relationships between the SaaS user and the cloud infrastructure provider since there always exists a service provider (SaaS) in between the two entities.

In non-cloud environments, attackers benefit from the existence of a large number of unprotected home machines that are running a full-scale OS with many unneeded services enabled. Will the cloud change this by increasing the number of notebooks running a
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lightweight OS with minimal cloud access tools (e.g. a browser)? Could this reduce the total number of available exploits and the number of machines running them? Will this reduce the success chances of new worms? Will it be more difficult for botnets? Will this force attackers to move to the heavily fortified clouds where the providers invested appropriately in security (hopefully)? It is still to be seen whether it is going to easier or harder for attackers in these new environments.

6 EXTENDING PROTECTION BEYOND TRADITIONAL PERIMETER DEFENCE

The notion of "Perimeter Defence" has been a part of information security that generated a significant amount of discussion. An organization seeking to protect its information infrastructure will create layers of defence starting with protecting its "perimeter" which traditionally denotes what physically separates its information infrastructure from the outside. Tools for protecting the perimeter include firewalls, filtering capabilities at routers, and the use of a DMZ (demilitarized zone) among others. The effectiveness of perimeters has been challenged as boundaries around an organization information infrastructure has become blurred. This in part is due to that fact that many employees connect from outside and with technologies such as HTTP that could allow attackers to pass through firewalls undetected.

In the cloud, an organization will have little control over how and where its data and applications are hosted. The notion of perimeter defence as known today will be challenged even more. In this section, we ask the question: does moving an organization’s data and applications into the cloud eliminate its capability to keep its perimeter defence at all?

At this point, the answer seems to be that the notion of perimeter defence will change dramatically in the cloud. An organization could extend its security protection to complement what the Cloud Provider (CP) offers and not rely solely on the CP's provided security. Even when the CP offers all kinds of promised security, an organization that is serious enough about its security may want to provide additional protection to what the CP provides to extend its protection beyond its traditional perimeter. This could mean extending protection beyond its perimeter to include various parts of the cloud that will dynamically change both in location and in nature (software, platform, and infrastructure).

In all cases, it is expected that the CP will offer some security tools and mitigation services. But how can an organization extend its protection differently depending on the type of cloud service provider?

- **The Case of IaaS.** When asking the CP (IaaS provider such as Amazon or GoGrid) for a virtual machine, the CP is expected to secure the network, the host OS, the hypervisor and isolate VM instances. The CP could also provide the clients with tools to use and customize. For example, Amazon offers Multi-Factor Authentication, customizable firewall, secure APIs, and Key management tools (Amazon, 2010). The organization could extend its protection beyond its perimeter to all the virtual machines that it has control over in the cloud, Leveraging the organization’s security tools and expertise could be done in a number of ways including securing the guest OS, ensuring compliance with industry-specific requirements, creating multiple layers of security around the VM, etc.

- **The Case of PaaS.** If the required service from the cloud is a platform where an organization deploys its applications, the CP (PaaS provider) in this case should protect the network and the platform. The extended perimeter is this case protects the application within this provided platform. An example of such an environment is Google APP Engine. The platform offers a protected sandbox to the application with some restrictions on what could be accessed. However, it offers customers the option to integrate with a third-party Single Sign-On provider (Google, 2011). Another example is Microsoft Azure which offers identity management, authentication, and other mitigation services. However, for some threats, the application has to implement its own mitigation (Marshall et al., 2010).

Suppose that the application provider does not believe that the CP provides sufficient security. This begins to raise the question of where more protection can possibly come from. The cloud offers the ability to scale at limitless proportions; however, all the application images are exactly the same. Once an attacker succeeds with one deployed instance, it is a simple extension to create an automatic exploit to attack the rest.

- **The Case of SaaS.** This is the situation where the service sought from the cloud is solely an application such as moving the enterprise email to a
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cloud-based email or managing human resources using a cloud-based service. In this case, the perimeter will extend to contain the data wherever it is hosted. This scenario gives the customer the lowest level of control. The importance of the data that resides in the cloud could range from incidental to competitor-critical to mission-critical. The possible attacks could range from automated searches to outright copying of data-base material. For data protection, homomorphic encryption (Gentry, 2009) has been suggested but there has been no practical solutions based on it yet. Related work on practical techniques could be in the area of white-box cryptography (Chow et al., 2002; Wyseur, 2009).

At this point, what are the possibilities for extra security beyond what the CP provides? Certainly, data encryption can play a part for mission critical information; however, is this overkill and potentially slow for other types of data? Can we consider a contrasting approach where data populations are encoded and varied, just enough to frustrate casual attacks and categorically defeat the automated attack. When diversity is applied to an application population in the cloud, it abates the threat that is accentuated by the ability to scale. Also in terms of forensics, diversity could help determine the location from which the source code had been lifted from the cloud. Refer to Fig. 1 for an illustration of diversity.

Any third party security provider (i.e., anyone other than the CP, regardless of what type of CP) in the cloud will have to deal with the problem of lack of control and/or access to the cloud. Furthermore, the possibility of rapid scaling and nearly limitless resources emphasizes this lack of control. Moreover, if a security problem arises, investigations will be limited to what the CP allows (Section 4.3). Given the nature of these three different environments discussed above, an IaaS environment provides its customers with more control over PaaS in terms of investigation capabilities. PaaS in turn provides more than SaaS.

7 PROTECTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

It is expected that a great amount of digital content will eventually be placed in the cloud. There have been ongoing discussions on different ownership, jurisdiction, financial, and protection issues related to IPR in the cloud. It is expected the above issues will cause confusion and situations will arise where owners are not aware of where their content is hosted and what laws govern its access and protection. This section, however, focuses only on the technical issues related to IPR protection in the cloud. Reference to other issues could be found in (ENISA, 2009; CSA, 2009).

Content Exposure. The first question that could be asked about IPR is about exposure. Is the cloud increasing content exposure at the risk of increasing abuse? The answer depends on the type of content and the method of distribution. For a game that is traditionally distributed on a media (e.g., a CD) that the consumer buys and keeps, perhaps hosting this game in the cloud will reduce the end user access to the entire game. Reduced access to the entire game may allow cloud-based manufacturers an advantage to those that need to provide protection to a native application on a desktop. On the other hand, for contents that the owners traditionally offers from their own servers, moving to the cloud might increase its exposure. These servers will no longer be under the owners’ control and this will increase chances of attacks on content where the servers are moved to the cloud.

Infringement Detection and Tracing. It is not clear if the cloud will bring any advantage to the area on IPR infringement detection and tracing. Due to the fact that content owners will have little control over the environment where content is hosted (or run in the case of software), owners will have limited abilities in detecting infringements. In other words, it might not be better than the case where the content was distributed on media. Even with the help of the CP, it may not be any easier since auditing and forensics capabilities for cloud environments are in a very early stage. Infringement detection might be done manually and using human expertise for some time before automated monitoring systems could be developed for the cloud.
8 SECURITY LIFECYCLE

In general, effective software security means more than an initial attack resistance. It also requires continual and active protection including: monitoring for attacks, breach-response, and mitigation. In the cloud, attention to the security lifecycle could mean facing some new challenges compared with running on a single computer. For example:

- Security lifecycle requirements may dictate the consideration of attacks that may be launched from the cloud environment itself. What kind of security lifetime strategy could prevent these types of attacks? For example, can updatable software take into account the shared nature of the underlying infrastructure?

- How is attack monitoring and detection of a compromise hindered by the limited control that applications owners are permitted by cloud providers? Will a CP be able to provide the necessary support for special security hooks for monitoring and detection?

- Is there any forethought for regular notification of the trustworthiness of applications running in the cloud? If so, who should do these validations of trust? The CP, the application itself, or both?

- Consider the detection of a breach. The remedial action might be limited since the problem may only be solvable with the CP’s intervention. The application owner may only be able to stop the application or prevent access to certain users until the issue is resolved. This raises an interesting relationship issue between the application owner and the CP on renewability and restoring the integrity of the application.

9 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we attempted to raise questions on how cloud computing will affect the way security is offered. We discussed the cloud characteristics that create new challenges for security providers. Organizations should think of new ways to protect their assets and interests when they are deployed in the cloud. This protection may differ depending on the type of cloud environment (IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS). Similarly, new ways of protecting IPR in the cloud are needed. While the cloud may bring some usability benefits where CPs (Cloud Providers) are expected to secure the cloud infrastructure, it also raises new questions where users and application providers have less control over how and where their data and programs are deployed. The future is uncertain at best.
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